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Dog Brains Process Voices & Emotions Just Like
Humans, Study Finds

by Annie Sneed

You may snicker when you see dog owners
talk to their pets as though they were
human or view YouTube videos of dogs
supposedly speaking English back to their
owners, saying words like “banana” and “I
love you.” And with good reason: although
dogs have the capacity to understand
more than 100 words, studies have
demonstrated Fido can’t really speak
human languages or comprehend them
with the same complexity that we do. Yet
researchers have now discovered that dog
and human brains process the
vocalizations and emotions of others more
similarly than previously thought. The
findings suggest that although dogs
cannot discuss relativity theory with us, they
do seem to be wired in a way that helps
them to grasp what we feel by attending to
the sounds we make.

To compare active human and dog brains,
postdoctoral researcher Attila Andics and
his team from MTA-ELTE Comparative
Ethology Research Group in Hungary
trained 11 dogs to lie still in an fMRI brain
scanner for several six minute intervals so
that the researchers could perform the
same experiment on both human and
canine participants. Both groups listened
to almost two hundred dog and human
sounds—from whining and crying to
laughter and playful barking—while the
team scanned their brain activity.

The resulting study, published in Current
Biology today, reveals both that dog brains
have voice-sensitive regions and that these
neurological areas resemble those of
humans.

Sharing similar locations in both species,
they process voices and emotions of other
individuals similarly. Both groups respond
with greater neural activity when they listen
to voices reflecting positive emotions such
as laughing than to negative sounds that
include crying or whining. Dogs and
people, however, respond more strongly
to the sounds made by their own species.
“Dogs and humans meet in a very similar

social environment but we didn’t know
before just how similar the brain
mechanisms are to process this social
information,” Andics says.

These striking similarities help clarify the
timeline and stages of mammalian
evolutionary history. Until now researchers
had identified voice-sensitive brain regions
only in humans and macaque monkeys,
whose last common ancestor lived 30
mill ion years ago. The last common
ancestor of humans and dogs—a
mammalian carnivore with a brain the size
of an egg—existed around 100 million
years ago. The canine finding thus
suggests that the voice-sensitive brain
regions in both species evolved at least
that long ago, if not earlier. Other mammals
on the same evolutionary branch as
humans and hounds that also arose from
that last mutual ancestor are likely share
the same brain areas as well.

But dog owners might be most interested
in what this study says about our special
relationship with canine pets. Humans
domesticated dogs somewhere between
18,000 and 32,000 years ago, and since
then they have become people’s best
friends, hunting partners, guards and even
purse accessories. Andics thinks the
parallel brain sensitivity to voices and
emotions may account in part for our
unique bond. “This similarity helps explain
what makes vocal communication between
dogs and humans so successful,” he says.
“It’s why dogs can tune into their owners’
feelings so well.”

Turns out, people who talk to their poodles
or golden retrievers aren’t so silly after all.

     SPECIALTY WINS
Cactus State MSC
January 9, 2014

Regular Judge: Mr. Wood Wornall 1 – 4 –
1vd (1 – 1)

WD … Galaxy’s Tuxedo Man’s Top Hat/
Cole
RB… Carmel Tell Me More Kwic/ Ewer &
Colby
WB/BW… North Pine Silver Streak/
Cooper
VD…CH North Pine Stay In Arizona/
Cooper BOS…
CH Galaxy’s Tuxedo Man/ Cole BOB…
Ch Kwic Slick Uptown Chick/ Colby &
Valverde

Cactus State MSC
February 27, 2014

Sweeps Judge: Mrs. Carma Ewer 4 - 7

BSW… Attaway Morse Code/ Drost
BOSSW…Regency’s Fashionista/ Verna

Regular Judge: Mrs. Lynda Berar 10 –
26 – 1vd (10 – 2)

RD…Butch Cassidy & The Sundance YID/
Arenofsky
WD/BOW… Attaway Morse Code/ Drost
RB…Regency’s Fashionista/ Verna
WB…Destineez Jump For My Love/
Pendleton
VD…CH North Pine Stay In Arizona/
Cooper
BOS…CH North Pine Born To Boogie/
Cooper & Palmer
BOB…GCH Yanga’s All The Time/
Martinez
SD…GCH Regency’s Play For Keeps/
Lewis & Verna
SB…GCH Lonestar’s Which Witch/
Edwards
AOM…Kelvercrest Griffin At The Gate/
Potiker
Continued on p. 3, col. 2 ...

The deadline
       for  the  May  issue  is

April  16.



Please let me know if you make a
change

* DECALS & PINS. You can get AMSC
decals ($1.00) and replacement pins
($7.50) from

Stephanie Davis Rae
148 Dover Way
Vacaville, CA 95687
luvwaltdisney@att.net

*LOCAL CLUBS...please be sure to
include all information when sending
Specialty tear sheets for inclusion in
AMSCope e.g. Judges, dates, entry,
obedience.

*LOCAL CLUBS...PLEASE send
a copy of your newsletter to
the following members of the
Local Club Bulleting Commit-
tee.
Chair: Laurie Moore
1785 Ocean Blvd. #312
Coos Bay,  OR 97420
swdesign@ymail.com

Kennalea Pratt
535 East Woodland
Springfield, MO 65807-3607
kennalea@mindspring.com

Diana Coville
100 Stafford Holland Road
Wales, MA 01081
diana.coville@yahoo.com

Marilyn Oxandale
10117 Maebern Terrace
St. Louis, MO  63126-1814
oxandale@aol.com

Report all changes to the Roster to
treasurer@AMSC.us

Sharon Edwards
21301 Golf Estates Dr.
Laytonsville, MD 20882
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LO O KO     O
By Dr. Becker
   Dust mite allergies are extremely
common among dogs and cats (and
humans), but because house dust mites
are microscopic, many pet owners think
they couldn’t possibly present much of a
problem.

   But the fact is when we decided to bring
pets into our homes and onto our furniture
and beds, we increased their exposure to
these mites. Over time, our dogs and cats
have become sensitized to the little critters
just as we have.

House Dust Mites
   Dermatophagoides farina and
Dermatophagoides pteronyssinus, more
commonly known as dust mites, are found
in materials like carpeting, upholstered
furniture, mattresses, bedding, and cloth
toys. They thrive in warm, moist air (the
kind we exhale during sleep) and darkness
— which is why they are often found in
bedding. Their bodies are translucent.

   Dust mites survive on a diet of dead skin,
bacteria, fungi and viruses in the
environment. They prefer to feed on the skin
of hypersensitive (allergic) individuals
because the lipids in their skin are different
from those of non-allergic people.
   What makes dust mites allergenic for
pets and people is a protein found in their
feces.

Symptoms of Dust Mite Allergies in Your
Pet
   Because house dust mites are a problem
year-round, allergies to them tend not to
be seasonal. However, they are known to
be worse in the spring and fall.

   From 30 to 80 percent of allergic dogs
and cats test positive for dust mite
sensitivity. Pets that once lived primarily
outdoors can develop sensitivity after
they’ve lived indoors for a period of time.

   In dogs, signs of a dust mite allergy
include bacterial skin infections; itching,
especially around the face and on the feet;

The Critter Invasion That Can Make Your Pet’s Life
Miserable (Not Fleas)

recurrent ear inflammation or infections;
and seborrhea (a red, itchy rash with white
scales).

  Kitties with a dust mite allergy may
develop something called eosinophilic
granuloma complex that results in skin
lesions; itching; acne on the chin; recurrent
ear inflammation or infections; and a
disease of the foot pads called plasma
cell pododermatitis, or “pillow foot.”

Diagnosing and Treating Dust Mite
Allergies

   Your vet will look for a history that
indicates your pet’s condition is non-
seasonal, and is not related to either food
sensitivities or skin parasites. Next your
dog or cat should be either skin or serum-
tested for sensitivity to dust mites.

   Once your pet has a confirmed diagnosis
of dust mite allergy, I recommend first trying
to rid his environment of mites. This is a
bit of a challenge, because studies show
the most effective method of treatment is
to air out fabrics your pet is exposed to on
either a hot, sunny or cold dry day for 12
hours, then vacuuming.

Other suggestions include:

· Switching to mattress covers
made of micro-porous fabric (“dust mite”
covers)
· Covering your pet’s bed in a sheet
that repels dust mites and washing it
weekly
· Washing bedding in hot water at
least monthly, or in cold water and tea tree
oil
· Removing carpets from
bedrooms
· Vacuuming all carpets and
upholstery often (at least weekly) using a
vacuum with a HEPA filter
· Steam cleaning mattresses, pet
bedding and upholstered furniture

  Many veterinarians recommend
immunotherapy (allergy shots or under-
the-tongue drops). This is a much safer
option than immuno-suppressant drugs
like cyclosporine or corticosteroids. I prefer
to hold off on powerful drugs that shut
down the immune system in favor of
dealing with the animal’s environment first,
in conjunction with some other safe,
common sense steps. These include
regular foot soaks and bathing to wash

Continued on p. 3, col 2.. MITES..
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Black RibbonsBlack RibbonsBlack RibbonsBlack RibbonsBlack Ribbons
It is with great sadness to announce the
passing of Ch. Pendragon Hyspirits
Batman Returns.  (Ch. Benaltas Batman
X Ch. Pendragon’s Give No Warning )
Keaton was breeder owner handled to his
championship. He was Bred and owned
by B.J. Arczynski and Rebecca
Manspeaker. Keaton was born 7/28/2005
he was put to rest 1/10/2014

RIP Moondreamer Dazzling Dakota.  ATChC
Dakota Silver ExSt Silver EXJ Silver EXSc
Bronze VBA PT CGCWe helped Dakota to
the Rainbow Bridge today and our hearts
are broken. He was my heart dog and took
me on so many interesting journeys. My
direction in life changed as I got involved in
dog training classes, and everything to do
with dogs. I had never heard of agility until
an instructor asked if I wanted to sign up for
a class. And the rest was history, as I
became hooked on it after Dakota’s first
trial where he earned 2 titles. Agility was
fun for him, and he excelled for many years.
He also was a wonderful pet therapy dog
for 11 years sharing his love of people and
life. He was a most loving dog and always
wanted to be with me. He has left a huge
hole in my life, but he is now running free,
healthy and happy.     Barbara  Bell

Bouquets & BiscuitsBouquets & BiscuitsBouquets & BiscuitsBouquets & BiscuitsBouquets & Biscuits
 * GCH CH Abacus Profit Margin OA NAJ NF
V-BJA “Emmy” did it right – her weaves were
perfect and she earned the last leg she
needed for her OPEN STD Title on Saturday,
February 15th, at the Rocky Mountain Cluster
in Denver, CO with a Qualifying Clean Run
that put her in 1st place for her class!!! Proud
of my little 12 1/8th inch tall Miniature
Schnauzer running in the 12 inch class - she
did the 143 yards in 50.63 seconds - After
you take out the 5 seconds that she was on
the table, I think that is equivalent to 3 yards
per second - over 6 mph per the MPH
calculator I used. Standard course time was
66 Seconds. She was COOKING!!!!! I was so
happy with her all weekend - her weaves were
90% in all of her runs the three days we ran.

Linda Wahlquist-Soos

* Carbor Call Of The Wild OA OAJ OF (Am/
Can CH Carbor Hot On The Trail x Am/Can
CH Carbor Prim and Proper) earned his
Open jumpers with weaves title on March 9,
2014 at the DOTCORNY agility trial. Jack was
bred by Carla Borrelli, is owned by Judy
Russell and Carla Borrelli, and was handled
by John Russell. Jack ran his course and
finished his title in his usual spectacular
fashion and celebrated afterwards (outside)
with a very enthusiastic sing-a-long!

          Portland MSC - 1/15/2014

SWEEPSTAKES JUDGE: Mr Ken Allen
Best in Sweeps: GARGOLAS TYING
FLYS ON THE 4TH OF JULY @
MYSTIC L.
Breeder: Julio Parisi Owner: Laurie
Moore
BOS in Sweeps: CARMEL EXPRESS
ANTICIPATION Breeder: Carma L Ewer
& Galen
K Ewer Owner: Juanita Ainsworth

REGULAR CLASSES: Ms Linda C
More

WD, BOW: CAN.CH.KAYDEES
KRYPTONITE/Deveyrac /McMillan

RWD: SPARX RICH DARK N
DELICIOUS/ Krohn

WB: ARDENWOOD’S A ROSE IZZA
ROSE/Van Cleave.

RWB: VF OLIVER BEAUIDEAL’S
HILTON
/Griffin

BOS: AM.CAN.CH SPARX SAND IN MY
BIKINI/Krohn

BOB: AMGCh.CANCH.MINUTEMAN
TOXICOLOGY/McMillan /Prokopetz

Select Dog: GCH REGENCY’S PLAY
FOR KEEPS/  Lewis /Verna

Select Bitch: LAROH’S ONYA CABANYA
DE CARMEL/HARTSHORN /
KILBOURNE.

SPECIALTY WINS, cont’d

Sherlock Schnauzer
 is on the Case......

 AND LOOKING FOR
 TROPHY FUND

 DONATIONS
It’s easy and donations are tax deduct-
ible!
There are two ways to donate:
1. Mail a check payable to AMSC
(note TROPHY FUND) to
AMSC Treasurer, 2131 Golf Estates Dr.
Laytonsville, MD 20882
                     OR
2. At PayPal.com; must have an
account and pay in US currency

Trophies Help Acknowledge The Best
of Our Breed!

Study claims dogs feel
no shame

If you’ve ever scolded a dog for doing
something it wasn’t supposed to and it
looked guilty - you know, the head down, ears
back, worried eyes - well ... turns out that
might all just be an act.

Behaviorists at Texas A&M suggest those
puppy dog eyes are just a reaction to what
they’re owner is yelling at them about and
they don’t actually know what the big deal is.
They simply lack shame and are thinking,
“why is this human so upset?”

So all these dogs being shamed online aren’t
actually aware of the distress they’ve caused
their owners? Well, they still make great
photos anyway.

The next time your dog does something to
make you crazy, experts suggest you just
get over it and next time, don’t leave those
fuzzy slippers where they might become your
pups next chew toy.

MITES ..con’t from p. 2, col.3

away allergens and soothe irritated skin;
feeding a species-appropriate, anti-
inflammatory diet; providing fresh, good
quality drinking water; and avoiding
over-vaccinating/over-medicating to
insure your pet’s immune system
remains strong and resilient.
You can also consider investing in an
air purifier to control dust mites, and
switching to non-toxic cleaning agents
to lessen your pet’s overall toxic load.
    Keep in mind it only takes a miniscule
amount of dust mite allergen to create
an allergic response in your dog or cat.
So the more effective your mite
eradication efforts, the more comfortable
your allergic pet will be.
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The regional contacts for Breeder Referral  :
Donna Hafen North Eastern States            dhafen@optonline.net

Gloria Lewis South Eastern States               GloriaLewis@bellsouth.net

Marcia Feld Central States mfeld@prodigy.net

Carla Nickerson Rocky Mountain States            nicknack2@cableone.net

Buzzy Alfano Western States minishnzr@aol.com
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 Do As I Say, Not As I Do
by Susi on February 25, 2014 in Breeding, Competition, dog, dog fancy, dog show, Olympics, Westminster Kennel Club

Every four years, the Winter Olympics and
Westminster Kennel Club Dog Show
occur in the same month as it did just
recently, and the juxtaposition of these two
events reveals a curious hypocrisy on
display by critics of dog shows. Vociferous
in their disgust with competitions that
reward beauty and soundness in
purebred dogs, these same individuals
apparently have no such problem with a
sporting event that celebrates many of the
same things, albeit in human
achievement. For two weeks, they are
awed (if not entertained) by the fastest,
fittest, most accurate, most daring and
most graceful of athletes from over 86
nations on earth. They pick favorites and
root for the “home team,” and I don’t fault
them.

Selective competition makes as much
sense as being “a little” pregnant

A lot of us have a competitive nature that
reveals itself even in mundane settings,
from speeding up just a little when a car
tries to pass us, to launching ourselves
towards the shortest checkout line at the
store. Few of us, however, have the talent,
athleticism and determination to become
the best in a given sport, and even critics
of the dog fancy admire individuals in
whom the gods have instilled the qualities
of a champion.

But only if they’re human.

The disconnect in logic is complete when
one considers the objections made by
these critics.

· Dogmatic rescue zealots say that
without dog shows, there would be greater
demand for shelter dogs, and less of one
for dogs that conform to breed standards.
More to the taste of animal rights activists
is if there’d be no market at all. Seeking
perfection in dogs is admirable, but rarely
achievable, as any dog fancier will tell you,
and from the animal rights perspective,

it’s to be vilified. Yet so many of these same
critics admire a perfect score in gymnastics,
bet on the over/under line in the Super Bowl,
or tune in to American Idol;

· A favorite objection of critics is that
breed standards by which show dogs are
assessed give the impression that
purebred dogs are more desirable than
mixed-breed dogs, but as I see it, this is an
“apples versus oranges” comparison.
Purebred dogs are purpose-bred dogs,
mixed breeds are not. Long before the
earliest dog shows judged only Pointers
and Setters, sportsmen were arguing the
attributes of their favorite hunting dog over
tankards of ale in the local tavern. Value
was placed on the best working dog, and
dog shows became organized
assessments of breeding stock since
sportsmen recognized from their
knowledge of horses that breed
predictability was inherited. Certainly, dog
shows have morphed into a bit of pageantry
since those early days, but each breed
must still meet a standard. How is one to
assess a dog that has no “blueprint”
because it is no particular breed – and why
would we? Averageness has never been
rewarded in the real world. A dog’s
unremarkable performance in the field was
not going to be valued by a hunter, and
“ordinary” doesn’t cut it at the Olympics. If it
was, either I misplaced my invitation to
compete in the ladies’ singles, or Team
USA didn’t welcome my mediocrity in a pair
of figure skates.

· Detractors have said that
conformation shows lead to the breeding
of dogs based solely upon appearance, but
this is patently not true of ethical breeders
dedicated to creating the next generation
of dogs able to do the job their breed was
intended to do. Some of these decriers
have gone as far to say that dog shows
promote eugenics.

Let’s think about this.

The concept of eugenics seeks to improve
the human race by controll ing which
people become parents, an offensive
concept at the very least. When applied to
canines, however, the charge is
preposterous. Dogs aren’t highly selective
when it comes to breeding, whether it’s the
wench next door, a wolf, or a dog born with
three legs. Of course breeders are going
to select breeding stock, it’s what ethical

breeders do. They screen for health, select
for type, study pedigrees, and weigh the
“intangibles” that a dog can offer the next
generation.

   In a twisted variation of the eugenics
concept, some countries select future
Olympians when they’re scarcely out of
preschool not because the child shows a
passion for a sport, but because a child is
built for it. Wait, isn’t that what dog breeders
have been accused of? Rather than
castigate the policies of these countries,
however, some of our critics gush over the
progress made by countries that couldn’t
field a team just twenty years ago. How do
our critics think these countries did it?

   One multiple gold medalist from the
2012 Summer Olympics revealed that she
was identified as a potential champion as
a kindergartener. With her impossibly wide
shoulders, huge round calves, long limbs
and extremely large hands, the selection
committee took one look at her and
decided her future based on her
appearance. She was a swimmer.

   She was taken away from her parents
and placed in a tough training camp where
she was known by a number instead of
her name. She swam for hours in a
vacuum contraption, ate not what she
wanted but what would build muscle, and
skipped over a childhood most of us take
for granted.

   By comparison, most
show dogs have a charmed life, and yet
the absence of “a normal life” in pursuit of
a show ribbon is another charge made by
critics of dog shows. How many of these
critics have traveled with an exhibitor or
actually known a show dog? Dogs won’t
“sparkle” unless they love what they’re
doing, and mediocre dogs don’t win.

   The Olympics, Super Bowl, March
Madness and even American Idol are
popular because I believe we inherently
love excellence and determine it through
competition. The dog world is no different,
and those who vilify the process of how
future parents of the next generation of a
breed are evaluated would to well to
examine their own hypocrisy.

This article first appeared in Dogs in Review
February 2014
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NEW APPLICANTS
Susan Quinn
48226 Revere Drive
Macomb, MI 48044
Phone: 586-532-0725
Email: quinndixie@gmail.com
Sponsors: Beth Santure, Diane Gardner

Susan currently owns two Miniature
Schnauzers. She is not a breeder. She has
been involved in conformation for two years,
agility for sixteen years and obedience for
eighteen years. Susan attends
approximately 25 events per year. She
belongs and has served as President of
the Miniature Schnauzer Club of Michigan.
She has also served as Vice President,
Education Chairman and Board Member.
Susan is interested in Obedience and
Agility. She enjoys competing in Obedience
and Agility with her Mini’s and states that
she’s also competed in Lure Coursing and
Earthdog events. Susan says that she’s
recently begun showing her youngest Mini
in conformation and that she looks forward
to learning from other members.

Brian  P. Kruse
Colin M. Graham
463 Goodwin Road
Campbell River, BC Canada
Phone: 250-702-1690
Email: Brian@krusekennels.com
website: http://www.krusekennels.com/
Sponsors: Vicki Stephens, Ken Allen

Brian had his first Miniature Schnauzer 22
years ago and has been breeding for the
past 8 years. He also owns a Giant
Schnauzer. He is a breeder and has had
five litters in the last five years. His stud
dog has been used 5 times. Brian has
been involved in conformation for 22 years,
breeding for 8 years and obedience for 2
years (Brian bred GSP and Shelties since
1993, but now just breeds Mini’s). In the
past year, they have not attended many
events as they have had two litters and
stayed home to raise them. In the past,
they have attended shows each month, if
not more per month. Brian and Colin
belong to the Canadian Kennel Club, the
Miniature Schnauzer Club of Canada, Brian
is past President and has been Show Chair
for the Comox Valley Kennel Club from
2002-2007. Brian is a business owner and
Colin is an RN. They are interested in
Newsletter, Electronic Media, Legislative

Issues, Awards/Trophies, Education,
Ethics and Health. They enjoy spending
free time with their dogs and travelling to
shows together. They have decided that
they want to spend more time in the States
showing their dogs in the future and wish
to be members of the AMSC. Brian has
been a club president for 8 years as well
as a show chair and will also be starting
the process to get his judges license. Colin
is a hard worker who is always willing to
help even over distance. They believe these
skills would be helpful to the AMSC.

Michael J. Randall
19 Rosemount Drive Willowvae,
Queensland, Australia 4209
phone: 0755466129
email: the_durrants@bigpond.com
Sponsors: Caroline Lindenberg, John
Constantine

Michael has owned many Miniature
Schnauzers over the years, too many years
to list, he says. He is a breeder and has
had ten litters in the last five years. He has
been involved in conformation for 69 years
and Judging for 15 years. He has gone to
approximately six events in the past year
due to ill health. Michael belongs to Dogs
Queensland, he is a life member of the UK
Kennel Club (69 years), he is a past
President of Schnauzer Club N.S.W, and
past President of Schnauzer Club
Queensland. Michael is retired and is
interested in Newsletter, Education and
Health. He has shown and bred dogs since
the age of 7 - Miniature Schnauzers since
1960 in UK - since 1966 in Australia.

Christopher M. Castle
3105 Lake St.
Lake Charles, LA 70601
phone: 337-274-2908
email: mc903@ymail.com
Sponsors: Marie Deshotels, Patti
Henderson

Christopher has four Miniature
Schnauzers. He is not a breeder. He is
involved in agility and attends
approximately seven events per year. He
belongs to Calcasieu Kennel Club of Lake
Charles, LA. Charles works as a financial
advisor for New York Life. He says he is
very active with his dogs and training them
for agility. He enjoys training, raising and
grooming them to perfection. He is a self
employed father of two boys who will
eventually handle his dogs with him.

Dr. Mary K. Summers
1819 Forest Lane
Crown Point, IN 46307
phone: 219-671-4001
email: msummers12@comcast.net
Sponsors: Mary Paisley, Nancy Banas

Mary has two dogs. She is not a breeder.
She has participated in conformation for
25 years, breeding 20 (she no longer
breeds, she used to breed
Newfoundlands), obedience 6 years and
agility 4 years. Mary attends approximately
50+ events per year. She does not belong
to any clubs at this time, but she used to
be a member of the Newfoundland Club of
America for 20 years. Mary is a retired
Clinical Psychologist. She is interested in
Newsletter, Education, Obedience, Agility
and Health. Mary says she has time
available and is willing to support others
and work in the background.

Overheating Can Cause Your
Dog’s Agonizing Death within

Minutes – Yet It’s Entirely
Avoidable

· Estimates are that hundreds of
dogs will suffer a slow, excruciating and
entirely preventable death from heatstroke
this summer.
· One of the primary causes of
heatstroke in pets is being left unattended
in a parked vehicle on a hot day. Don’t leave
your own pet in a hot car, and if you see any
animal unattended in a parked vehicle, you
should immediately notify a store
employee, mall security, animal control or
the police.
· Symptoms of overheating in dogs
include panting, excessive thirst, bright or
dark red tongue and gums, elevated body
temperature, staggering, and collapse.
Some dogs are at greater risk of heatstroke
than others, including brachycephalic
breeds, seniors, puppies, and dogs with
chronic health conditions.
· If your dog’s body temperature
gets to 109ºF or higher, heatstroke sets in.
Within a matter of minutes the cells of the
body start to die. The brain swells, ulcers
develop in the GI tract, and irreversible
kidney damage occurs.
· Tips to prevent overheating in your
dog include providing fresh, clean drinking
water at all times, getting long haired dogs
a short summer cut, keeping pets indoors
once the temperature reaches 90ºF, and
exercising your dog during the coolest part
of the day.
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Carla M. Borrelli, Editor
1799 South Creek Road
Derby, NY 14047-9729

UPCOMING SPECIALTIES
Metropolitan Cleveland MSC    May 25, 2014
         Regular Classes: Mary Jane Carberry

Sweepstakes: David Owen Williams
Centennial State MSC May 30, 2014

Regular Classes: Mrs. Chris Levy
Sweepstakes: Mrs Cindy Wallace

MSC of Southern CA June 20, 2014
Regular Classes: Robert Black
Sweepstakes: Tammy Colbert

MSC of Southern CA June 21, 2014
Regular Classes: Claudia Seaberg

Sweepstakes: Janet Allen
Lone Star MSC of Dallas    July 3, 2014

Regular Classes: Wood Wornall
Sweepstakes: Della Highley

Milshore MSC July 25, 2014
    Sweeps Brook Berth

Reg Classes Dale Miller
AMSC SPECIALTIES

Great Western             June 22, 2014
Regular Classes Marcia Feld

Sweeps: Kim Cox Griffin
Montgomery Co.            October 5, 2014

Regular Classes Margo Klingler
Sweeps Carla Nickerson

Roving Specialty- Denver         Feb.15, 2015
         Regular classes, Wyoma Clouss

            Sweeps-Kurt Garmaker
Great Western                         June 21,2015
        Regular classes, Judy Smith
           Sweeps-Shawne Imler

FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE: The following information is given to help conduct
AMSC business more efficiently. Please remember that the Secretary and the
AMSCOPE editor should BOTH be notified of address changes, club officers and
specialty results.

PRESIDENT
Wyoma Clouss
4287 S.Genoard Place
Meridian, ID 83642-9087
208-850-9172
clouss@wy-os.net

VICE PRESIDENT
Kathy Colby
3202 Iowa Street
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
kwicminis@sbcglobal.net
951-203-9691

SECRETARY
Carol Hafner
576 East Quincy Avenue
Fresno, CA 93720-2125
(559) 435-6207
cnhafnish@sbcglobal.net
secretary@amsc.us

TREASURER
Sharon Edwards
21301 Golf Estates Drive
Laytonsville, MD 20882-5109
301-947-8811
rtesle@comcast.net
treasurer@amsc.us

MEMBERSHIP
Stephanie Davis-Rae
148 Dover Way
Vacaville, CA 95687
Phone: 707-330-5010
luvwaltdisney@att.net

AMSC Web page: http://amsc.us
AKC home page: http://www.akc.org/akc/

AMSCope
Carla Borrelli
1799 South Creek Road
Derby, NY 14047
Phone: 716-627-3206
cborr@aol.com

     ACCOMMODATIONS
Block rates are available at the following

hotels under Great Western Terrier
Association Exhibitor:

HOTEL CURRENT (formerly The
Guesthouse)

    5325 East Pacific Coast Hwy.,
           Long Beach, CA
   (562) 597-1341 or (800) 990-9991
   SPECIAL RATE:  $99 Per Night –
                Lifestyle Room
      $129 Per Night – Lifestyle Suite
 $50 Non Refundable Pet Deposit for
                 entire stay.
   Reservation Deadline: June 4,

                 The Queen Mary
1126 Queens Highway, Long Beach, CA
   (877) 342-0742 Queen Mary In-house
                  Reservations or
       (562) 435-3511 or 800-437-2934 –
   Queen Mary Ship’s Operator – ask for
               In House  Reservations
        Great Western Exhibitor Block”
       Reservation Deadline: May 29


